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The incorporation of stimuli-responsive elastic components within wearable sensors holds excellent potential
for reinforcing structural features as well as improving high-performance detection capabilities. Herein, we
report the development of a highly sensitive electronic skin (e-skin) sensor that is based on incorporating
natural, elastic microcapsules within a biomimetic architecture, and this design represents a new biologicallyinspired approach to design wearable sensors. Conﬁgured as a pressure sensor, the device exhibited the lowest
reported limit of detection for applied pressure (1.6 Pa) and discriminated between multiple spatiotemporal
tactile stimuli under both static and dynamic pressure conditions. Furthermore, the device displayed high
stability over 25,000 cycles and inclusion of the natural microcapsules imparted hydrophobic character that
facilitated waterprooﬁng for all-weather use. This work opens new directions for incorporating stimuliresponsive microcapsules into e-skin sensor designs as well as highlights the potential of utilizing natural
biomaterials to improve the performance and functionality of bioelectronic devices.

1. Introduction

sensitivity, response time, and reproducibility, in turn more faithfully
mimicking human skin.
Towards this goal, pollen-based microcapsules represent an ideal
candidate for exploration in e-skin devices as they possess remarkably
elastic, hollow-sphere architectures as well as exhibit a wide range of
functional capabilities [18]. The capsules are naturally produced with a
renewable and abundant supply, and have highly uniform morphological properties with ornamented hierarchical structures [19].
Moreover, the capsules have a durable sporopollenin biopolymer wall
that is naturally elastic and can sustain large mechanical deformations
[19]. Collectively, these features oﬀer excellent potential for the
microcapsules to form interlocked microstructures, which might amplify and eﬃciently transfer tactile stimuli to electromechanical receptors [20,21].
Inspired by the excellent structural properties and important
multifunctional properties of pollen-based microcapsules, we report
the development of an e-skin sensor that is based on incorporating
these microcapsules within a biomimetic architecture and represents a
new biologically-inspired approach to design wearable sensors. In
order to impart electronic sensing capabilities, the microcapsules are

In recent years, ﬂexible electronic skin (e-skin) sensors and
wearable electronics have demonstrated excellent potential for applications in medicine [1,2], energy [3,4], robotics [5,6], and optical
detection [7]. As the ﬁeld quickly advances, a wide range of materials
have been explored as sensing elements to fabricate e-skin devices,
including organic/inorganic matrix arrays [8,9], polymer composites
[10], hybrid composites [11], and nanomaterial assemblies [12]. To
date, the sensing capabilities of these devices have been limited by the
compromise between selecting materials that are mechanically durable
yet also highly sensitive to strain [13,14]. Shifting away from bulk
materials alone, there is growing attention to the development of
sensors based on incorporating material components that are hierarchically structured and consist of hollow sphere architectures [15–
17]. Such materials possess a tunable elastic modulus that is capable of
withstanding large strains, while providing an active sensing layer. To
date, all the materials that have been used in these hollow sphere
architectures have low elasticity and are nonconductive, whereas
materials with high elasticity and electrical conductivity could improve
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functionalized with carbon nanotubes, and then embedded within a
three-dimensional rubber matrix composite in an interlocked hierarchical network with a ﬁngerprint-mimicking, micropatterned substrate. Our ﬁndings demonstrate that the e-skin sensor exhibits highsensitivity pressure detection, and can discriminate between multiple
spatiotemporal tactile stimuli under both static and dynamic pressure
conditions. Importantly, the device also displayed high reproducibility
over 25,000 cycles and could be adapted to a waterproof format for allweather use. As demonstrated here for the ﬁrst time, such capabilities
highlight the potential of incorporating elastic microcapsules within eskin sensor designs and have important implications for a wide range
of applications, including skin prosthetic, humanoid robotic, and
wearable sensor applications.

(10 mg mL–1) was dispersed in 30 mL of an aqueous solution of 0.1 g
of MWCNTs, with moderate magnetic stirring. After 6 h, the MWCNTfunctionalized SFPs were obtained after centrifugation and extensive
washing with water.

2. Experimental section

2.4. Preparation of MWCNT/PDMS composite ﬁlm containing SFPs

2.1. Materials

The MWCNTs and functionalized SFPs were added into the PDMS
solution with mechanical stirring for 30 min. Various ratios of
MWCNTs and functionalized SFPs were tested, including 2:1, 1:1,
1:2, and 0:2 ratios. The obtained mixture was coated onto a glass
substrate. Finally, the SFP-containing CF was heated in an oven at
80 °C for 2 h.

2.3. Preparation of MWCNT/PDMS composite ﬁlm (CF)
A PDMS mixture was prepared by mixing the Sylgard 184 base and
its curing agent in a 10:1 (base: curing agent) volume composition.
After stirring for 20 min, MWCNTs were added into the PDMS solution
with mechanical stirring for 30 min. The CF was fabricated using a
glass rod. The obtained mixture was coated onto a glass substrate.
Finally, the CF was heated in an oven at 80 °C for 2 h.

Toluene (C7H8), 3-triethoxysilylpropylamine (APTES, 98%), and
ethanol (C2H5OH, absolute for analysis) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, ＞95%, OD: 50–
80 nm) were purchased from Research Nanomaterials, Inc (Houston,
TX). Sylgard 184 base and its curing agent were purchased from Dow
Corning Corporation (Midland, MI). Nylon mesh (150 µm) was purchased from ELKO Filtering Co, LLC (Miami, FL). Copper Tape-Copper
Foil was purchased from Rapid Electronics Ltd (UK). All commercially
available chemicals were used as received.

2.5. Sample characterization
A Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM, JEOL6340F, Japan) was operated at a 10 kV accelerating voltage in order to
characterize the surface morphology of the samples. The micromeritic
properties (three independent measurements) of SFP and MWCNT/
SFP samples were evaluated by dynamic image particle analysis
(DIPA). Hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity was investigated by static contact angle measurements using an Attension Theta Optical Tensiometer
(Biolin Scientiﬁc Holding AB, Sweden) with OneAttension 1.0 software
(10 s at 12 FPS). Optical images of all samples were recorded by a
digital camera (600D, Canon, Japan). Additional optical microscopy
images were obtained using an Olympus inverted microscope (Tokyo,

2.2. Preparation of multiwalled carbon nanotube-functionalized
sunﬂower pollen (SFP) microcapsules
First, 0.2 g of SFPs was mixed with 20 mL of toluene. After
magnetic stirring for 30 min, 0.2 mL of a 3-triethoxysilylpropylamine
(APTES, 98%) solution was added to the solution and further stirred
for 24 h in a nitrogen-rich atmosphere in order to obtain the APTESmodiﬁed SFPs. Second, 15 mL of the APTES-modiﬁed SFP dispersion

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed mechanism of pressure-sensing behavior arising from incorporation of hierarchical, hollow-architecture microcapsules within a 3D
conductive network, and the resulting changes in electrical current under loading and unloading conditions.
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Fig. 2. (a) Conceptual illustration of the 3D composite ﬁlm (CF) based on an interlocking geometry with encapsulated SFP microcapsules. (b-c) Cross-sectional FESEM images of
microstructured PDMS substrates and SFP-containing CF, respectively. (d-e) FESEM images of SFP microcapsules and MWCNT/SFP microcapsules, respectively. (f) FESEM image of
SFP-containing CF (top-view). (g) Photograph of a ﬂexible and large-scale (15×10 cm2 ) SFP-containing CF. (h) Compressive stress-strain curves for PDMS, CF, and SFP-containing CF.
(i) Three consecutive compression tests on the SFP-containing CF. (j-k) Cross-sectional FESEM images of SFP-containing CF after diﬀerent numbers of loading and unloading cycles.

Japan) with a bright ﬁeld condenser and colored images were collected
using a Photometrics CoolSNAP cf cooled CCD camera (Tuscon, AZ).

2.8. Design of e-skin senor array
The microstructured PDMS substrate (20×15 cm2) was attached to
Cu electrodes at the top and bottom of the sandwiched 3D rubber
matrix composite ﬁlms (500 µm in thickness, 18×12 cm2) to form a
large-area, patterned e-skin sensor array.

2.6. Preparation of PDMS Substrate ﬁlms with a ﬂexible
microstructure
First, a tailored nylon mesh (10×10 cm2) was washed with deionized water for 5 min, followed by drying with nitrogen gas for 30 min.
A PDMS mixture (Sylgard 184 and a curing agent with a weight ratio of
10:1) was stirred for 30 min. The nylon mesh was ﬁxed onto the plastic
mold, and then the PDMS mixture was spin-coated onto the nylon
mesh at 800 rpm and heated in an oven at 80 °C for 2 h. Finally, the
microstructured PDMS thin substrate ﬁlm was obtained by carefully
splitting the ﬁlm from the nylon mesh.

2.9. Electrical characterization
Sensor measurements were conducted using a Keithley multimeter
(DMM-7510) and Keithley 2636b System SourceMeter (Keithley)
under ambient conditions at room temperature. For dynamic pressure
measurements, a digital force gauge (Model SH-500, Capacity 500 N,
SHANDU) and an Electric Horizontal Test Stand (SJX-500V,
SHANDU) were used to apply an external pressure and the entire
system was computer controlled. Current measurements were performed using an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments 760D).

2.7. Preparation of ﬂexible e-skin sensor
3. Results and discussion
The pressure sensor was fabricated by sandwiching the PDMS/
MWCNT/SFP conductive rubber composite ﬁlms between two PDMS
ﬁlms, in which the top is a microstructured PDMS substrate and the
bottom is a blank PDMS substrate of 500 µm thickness. The PDMS
substrate was cleaned by oxygen plasma treatment before use. Two Cu
tape electrodes were encapsulated within the conductive rubber
composite ﬁlms.

3.1. Sensor design
In our e-skin design, the sensing layer is a three-dimensional (3D)
electroactive matrix network, which is based on the encapsulation of
multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT)-functionalized sunﬂower pollen
(SFP) microcapsules within a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer
40
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Fig. 3. (a) Current-voltage (I-V) curves of the e-skin sensor under diﬀerent pressures from 0 Pa to 80 Pa. (b) Relative current change (ΔI/I0) under increasing applied pressure. (c)
Transient response of the pressure sensor to the loading and removal of a rice grain (25 mg), copper wire (15 mg), and foam (4 mg), the last of which corresponded to a pressure of only
1.6 Pa. (d) Transient response (1 cycle) of e-skin pressure sensors based on a 3D SFP-containing CF and planar CF at 600 Pa. (e-f) Relaxation times of the two corresponding devices at
600 Pa. (g) Pressure responses of a 3D SFP-containing CF upon three ﬁnger-touch cycles. (h) Durability test with 25,000 cycles of loading/unloading under 80 Pa pressure. (i) Enlarged
view of (h), displaying high stability. Error bars show the standard deviation for n =3 measurements.

deposition of carboxyl acid-functionalized MWCNTs (Fig. 2d and Figs.
S4 and S5) [24,25]. After the coating process was completed, the
MWCNT-functionalized SFP microcapsules retained their natural
microarchitecture and became electrically conductive (Fig. 2e and
Fig. S6). Furthermore, dynamic image particle analysis (DIPA) of >
500 microcapsules per group, conﬁrmed that the functionalized SFP
microcapsules retain the morphological and size properties of the
original form (Fig. S7). Subsequently, the functionalized SFP microcapsules were encapsulated within the MWCNT/PDMS composite ﬁlm
matrix, forming a 3D conductive network (see details in Methods,
Fig. 2f-g). The SFP-containing composite ﬁlm exhibited a porous
network and close crosslinking points between the conductive microcapsules, as conﬁrmed by cross-sectional FESEM micrographs (Fig.
S8). Such features are well-suited for inducing a large response to
compressive deformation based on the high contact area between
cross-linked conductive materials [16,24].
To evaluate the mechanical properties of the SFP-based composite
ﬁlm, we conducted compression tests (eﬀective stress versus eﬀective
strain) for all samples. Fig. 2h and Fig. S9a show that the mechanical
properties of the composite ﬁlm can be adjusted by varying the
functionalized SFP concentration [26]. The eﬀective elastic modulus
(deﬁned as the slope of the stress versus strain plot) of the SFPincorporated PDMS ﬁlm decreased down to 37 kPa, whereas the value
was 0.25 MPa for the PDMS ﬁlm without SFP. Furthermore, the results
demonstrate that hierarchical SFP microcapsules can induce the
composite ﬁlm to form interlocked structures and an open porous
network that improves deformability (Fig. S9b). In addition, the
hysteresis of SFP-containing PDMS is appreciably reduced compared

frame. The pressure-sensing performance of the e-skin device is
characterized by deformation (thickness, D→D′ and d→d′) of the
composite ﬁlm frame, which results in a change in the electrical
current of the active layer as a function of the applied pressure
(Fig. 1) [17,22]. When the device is exposed to a pressure stimulus,
the microstructure frame (D→D′) and functionalized SFP microcapsules (d→d′) therein deform, in turn causing the SFPs to move closer
together and concomitantly increasing electrical conductance through
the sensing layer (Fig. S1). Additionally, an interlocked composite ﬁlm
combined with a microstructured substrate is utilized in order to
amplify tactile signals arising under static and dynamic pressure
conditions.
3.2. Fabrication of SFP-based e-skin device
Fig. 2a presents the general design concept of the SFP-based e-skin
device. In this system, the human ﬁngertip-inspired microstructured
PDMS substrate (~150 µm thickness, ~150 µm width, and ~50 µm
spacing between cubes) was prepared by using a nylon mesh as the
mold (Fig. 2b, see Method and Figs. S2 and S3). The composite sensing
ﬁlm comprising the 3D electroactive matrix network was packaged
between two PDMS layers on the top and bottom, with attached Cu
electrodes to eﬀectively transfer signals to various mechanoreceptors
and facilitate precise responses to diﬀerent external stimuli (Fig. 2c)
[23].
As the initial step in the fabrication process, 3D building block units
were constructed based on functionalizing hollow SFP microcapsules
with 3-triethoxysilylpropylamine (APTES), followed by noncovalent
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to that observed for other PDMS-based ﬁlms (Fig. S10). Importantly,
the hysteresis was fairly minimal (about 9.1%) and can be reproducibly
cycled through repeated loading and unloading (Fig. 2i and Table S1).
Furthermore, there is minimal change in thickness of the SFP-containing PDMS ﬁlm even after ten cycles (Fig. 2j-k), demonstrating the
eﬀectiveness of the sensor design in terms of mechanical robustness.

increase in electrical current based on current-voltage (I-V) curves,
indicating successful detection of static mechanical pressures (Fig. 3a).
Based on the current change, the pressure sensitivity (S) can be
quantiﬁed according to S=△I/I0, where △I=I-I0, I and I0 is the
current with and without the applied force, respectively [28]. A linear
increase in current showed an excellent trend with the applied force
(Fig. 3b). The obtained sensitivity was 56.36 kPa−1 in the low pressure
region (0–1 kPa) and there was a linear response in this range, which
was much improved compared to the planar composite ﬁlm, the bulk
PDMS substrate, and other sensing materials (Fig. S12, Table S1 and
see details in Methods) [7,29]. The high sensing performance can be
due to the ﬁngertip-inspired microstructured PDMS layer and its peaks
provide a large number of eﬀective contact sites under the external

3.3. Detection of static pressure by e-skin sensor device
To sense and perceive various static mechanical pressures, the
device was connected to a computer-controlled stepping motor that
included a force sensor (Fig. S11) [27]. Depending on the static
mechanical pressure (0–80 Pa), the e-skin sensor registered an

Fig. 4. (a, d) Photograph of an e-skin sensor attached to the radial artery on the wrist of a female before and after running. The current response curves show real-time pulse wave
detection under diﬀerent conditions: (b, e) the pulse response of a female (physical condition–age: 29 years; height: 160 cm; and weight: 50 kg) before and after running. (c, f) A
magniﬁed pulse response from the red square in panels (b, e), respectively. (g) Photograph of an e-skin sensor attached to the throat of the female participant during an agglutination
exercise in order to measure the (h) dynamic pressure response. (i-j) Current vs. time curve of an e-skin sensor acquired by continuous ﬁnger motion (inset): unbent with an angle of 0°,
front bending with an angle of 45°, and front bending with an angle of 90°. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of 3D matrix rubber-based sensor array, wherein the SFP-containing CF is sandwiched between copper electrode arrays (12×8 pixels). (b) Photograph of a
human hand on top of the sensor array. (c) Current variation mapping of the local pressure distribution for the human palm in panel (b). (d) Photograph of the “N”, “T”, and “U” letters,
which are composed of individual objects (0.5 g each) on top of the sensor array (top) and current variation mapping of the pressure distribution (bottom). Scale bar: 1.0 cm.

The diﬀerences in position and intensity of the incident forward
wave (P1) and reﬂected waveforms of the late systolic wave (P2) can be
observed in the magniﬁed images for the single pulse cycle [35], which
is aﬀected by gender, age, weight, and physical condition [36]. From
the P1 and P2 waves before exercise, we can easily derive two of the
parameters that are most commonly used for health monitoring,
namely the radial augmentation index AIr=P2/P1 and ΔT=TP2-TP1
[36]. We calculated values for these parameters of about 0.79 and
178 ms, respectively, which are characteristic values for a healthy adult
female [37]. Moreover, the pulse wave morphology changed and the P2
wave decreased in amplitude after exercise, which could be due to the
change in heart rate or tone of muscular arteries [37,38]. In addition, a
complex agglutination behavior was also identiﬁed reliably and repeatably via the e-skin sensor device when attached to a human throat
(Fig. 4g). The relative change in current took place in two steps that
corresponded to the muscle movement of the throat during the gulping
behavior (Fig. 4h). Fig. 4i-j shows simultaneous detection of pressure
and strain by the e-skin sensor when attached to a human ﬁnger for
continuous ﬁnger movements. Depending on the ﬁnger motion with an
angle of 0°, 45° or 90° corresponding to motion I, motion II, and
motion III, respectively, the relative current was increased in a
stepwise manner. Fast tension-release movement was detected, and
was measurable by showing rapid responses during four repeated
cycles by proving important characteristics for e-skin and wearable
sensor applications (Fig. S15).

force stimuli [23]. Based on this excellent sensitivity, a low limit of
detection (LOD, 1.6 Pa) was determined by placing or removing an
extremely small weight, such as a rice grain, copper wire or piece of
foam (weight: 25 mg, 15 mg and 4 mg, respectively), as shown in
Fig. 3c. In addition, the system displayed rapid response and relaxation
properties (0.5 s and 0.3 s, respectively, deﬁned as the time point to
achieve 90% of the total current change) compared to the planar
composite ﬁlm (1.3 s relaxation time) (Fig. 3d–f) [30,31].
Next, the device stability was investigated by repeated loading/
unloading cycling (Fig. 3g). The current response and rapid response/
relaxation properties of the e-skin sensor were maintained for 3 cycling
uses. In addition to repeatable stability, the sensor durability test is
another important challenge in the use of SFP-containing composite
ﬁlms for e-skin sensor applications. Interestingly, the sensor operated
very well without any signal loss even after 25,000 cycles of loading/
unloading (Fig. 3h–i). This suggests that SFP-containing composite
ﬁlms are potentially applicable for long-term usage in wearable sensor
applications.
3.4. Monitoring of dynamic pressure by e-skin sensor device
The monitoring of a variable applied pressure in dynamic conditions is required to detect slippage between an object and the sensor
surface, thereby distinguishing diﬀerent physiological activities [32].
For example, vital physiological markers such as the pulse and
deglutition are important signals to be detected [33]. As shown in
Fig. 4a-f, the arterial pulse signals under diﬀerent stress conditions of a
female before exercise (running) were 81 beats min−1 with a tactile
force of 10 Pa, and these values increased to 100 beats min−1 with a
tactile force of 20–30 Pa after exercise (running) (Figs. S13 and S14
and Movie S1). By contrast, the resting vitals of a male were 60 beats
min−1 with a tactile force of 20 Pa. These values indicate that the
relative change in current could be distinguished by the frequencies of
arterial pressure, including discernible heartbeat amplitudes [34].
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2017.04.015.

3.5. Proof-of-concept array demonstration
The system was also demonstrated to show high spatial resolution
for distinguishing pressure stimuli in an array conﬁguration. For
demonstration, we fabricated a ﬂexible 12×8 pixel array of
18×12 cm2 dimensions with an integrated 3D rubber composite ﬁlm
on a microstructured PDMS substrate (Fig. 5a, and see details in
Methods). Fig. S16 presents a circuit diagram of e-skin sensor arrays,
and all devices were connected in series to produce an accumulated
output signal. When a human hand was loaded on top of the sensor
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Fig. 6. (a) I-V curves of the SFP-containing composite ﬁlm (CF) sensor in response to diﬀerent relative humidity (RH) levels. (b-c) FESEM images of the 3D SFP-containing CF and
planar CF, respectively. (d-e) Contact angle images of 3D SFP-containing CF and planar CF, respectively. (f) Measured contact angle curves and images on the 3D SFP-containing CF
(black line) and planar CF (blue line) surfaces over time (0–30 min). (g) The relative change in current due to the presence of water droplets on top of the 3D SFP-containing CF (black
line) and planar CF (blue line) e-skin sensor for diﬀerent amounts of time (0 min to 30 min). Error bars show the standard deviation for n =3 measurements. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

array, the pressure variation over the entire contact area could be
mapped by recording the change in relative current (Fig. 5b, c).
Moreover, well-organized letters (‘N′, ‘T′ and ‘U′) composed of
individual objects (0.5 g each) were discreetly loaded onto the corresponding pixel position of the sensor array. The clearly distinguishable
change in relative current at each location indicated that the pressure
sensor array can successfully detect and display spatially resolved
images of objects with various shapes (Fig. 5d).

contact angle gradually decreases over time, leading to an increase in
the relative current (Fig. 6e–g). Therefore, the experimental data
indicate that incorporation of pollen microcapsules in a composite ﬁlm
can aid the water-resistance of e-skin sensor devices for fast and
precise monitoring of static/dynamic pressure stimuli in various
humidity environments.

3.6. Water-resistant characteristic of a 3D rubber composite ﬁlm

In summary, we have introduced a multifunctional e-skin sensor
that is based on incorporating natural, elastic capsules into a PDMSbased composite ﬁlm. By utilizing chemical functionalization strategies,
we were able to render the microcapsules electrically conductive before
encapsulating them into a ﬁnger-mimicking microstructured PDMS
ﬁlm. This biomimetic design proved highly capable of detecting
pressure stimuli with a low limit of detection under static and dynamic
conditions. Furthermore, inclusion of the microcapsules enabled
waterprooﬁng for highly stable operation under varying humidity
conditions for all-weather use. Looking forward, this work opens open
new directions for incorporating stimuli-responsive microcapsules into
e-skin sensor designs as well as highlights the potential of utilizing
natural biomaterials to improve the performance and functionality of
bioelectronic devices.

4. Conclusion

Stable and reliable performance is an important prerequisite for eskin and wearable sensor applications [4,39,40]. In this regard,
moisture and humidity eﬀects are one of the most critical factors for
deploying sensors in all-weather conditions [41]. Fig. 6a shows the I-V
curves of the system under diﬀerent relative humidity (RH) levels. A
negligible current change was observed under the range of RH
conditions (from 11% to 85%), indicating excellent water resistance
that can likely be attributed to the intrinsic hydrophobicity of pollen
microcapsules (Fig. S17 and Movie S2) [42]. To verify this possibility,
we investigated the water resistance of a 3D composite ﬁlm without
SFP microcapsules and the measurement response was appreciably less
stable than the ﬁlm with SFP microcapsules (Fig. 6b–g). Taken
together, these results indicate that the SFPs endow a strong hierarchical structure, and the resulting interlocked structure enables
resistance to water absorption as well as other structural and functional
properties that are characteristic of hydrophobic surfaces [43].
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2017.04.015.
To further investigate the water-resistance property, we measured
the static contact angle of the SFP-containing composite ﬁlm, which
was 128.5°, and is largely stable over time (Fig. 6d and Fig. S18). The
observed decrease in relative current was mainly due to pressure
stimuli and not aﬀected by moisture. On the contrary, in the absence of
incorporating hydrophobic SFP microcapsules, water droplets can
inﬁltrate into the pores of the planar composite ﬁlm surface, and the
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